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Corrective Voltage Control Scheme Considering Demand Response and Stochastic Wind Power

Abbas Rabiee, Alireza Soroudi, Member, IEEE, Behnam Mohammadi-ivatloo, Member, IEEE, and Mostafa Parniani, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper proposes a new approach for corrective voltage control (CVC) of power systems in presence of uncertain wind power generation and demand values. The CVC framework deals with the condition that a power system encounters voltage instability as a result of severe contingencies. The uncertainty of wind power generation and demand values is handled using scenario-based modeling approach. One of the features of the proposed methodology is to consider participation of demand-side resources as an effective control facility that reduces control costs. Active and reactive re-dispatch of generating units and involuntary load curtailment are employed along with the voluntary demand-side participation (demand response) as control facilities in the proposed CVC approach. The CVC is formulated as a multi-objective optimization problem. The objectives are ensuring a desired loading margin while minimizing the corresponding control costs. This problem is solved using $\epsilon$-constraint method, and fuzzy satisfying approach is employed to select the best solution from the Pareto optimal set. The proposed control framework is implemented on the IEEE 118-Bus system to demonstrate its applicability and effectiveness.
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NOMENCLATURE

A. Sets:
- \( NB_{CVC} \) Set of buses selected for the CVC program.
- \( NG_{CVC} \) Set of generating units that participate in the CVC program.
- \( NG \) Set of generating units.
- \( NG_b \) Set of generating units located at bus \( b \).
- \( NS \) Set of scenarios.
- \( NB \) Set of system buses.
- \( NL \) Set of transmission lines.

B. Indices:
- \( i \) Index for generation units.
- \( s \) Index for scenarios.
- \( b \) Index for system buses.
- \( \ell \) Index for transmission lines.

C. Parameters:
- \( (P/Q)_{\ell,b}^D \) Active/reactive power consumption of load connected to bus \( b \) at scenario \( s \).
- \( \lambda_{des} \) Desired loading margin.
- \( Y_{b,j} / \phi_{b,j} \) Magnitude/angle of \( bj^{th} \) element of admittance matrix at the post-contingency state.
- \( (P/Q)_{i,max/min}^G \) Max/min active/reactive power of generator \( i \).
- \( \Delta(P/Q)_{i,max}^G \) Maximum active power inc/decrement for generator \( i \).
- \( \Delta(P/Q)_{b,max}^{DR/ILC} \) Maximum active/reactive power decrement in DR/ILC program at bus \( b \).
- \( S_{\ell,b,s}^{max} \) Maximum transfer capacity of line \( \ell \).
- \( V_{b,s}^{max/min} \) Max/min voltage at bus \( b \).
- \( \pi_s \) Mean wind speed in m/s.
- \( w_{b,s} \) Probability of scenario \( s \).
- \( \mu_{b,s}^{P/Q,up/down} \) Price offered by demand to inc/decrease its active/reactive power schedule.
- \( P_{b,s}^{w} \) Scheduled active/reactive power of generator \( i \) in scenario \( s \).
- \( v \) Wind speed in m/s.

D. Variables:
- \( \Delta P_{\ell,b,s}^{up/down} \) Active power inc/decrement of generator \( i \) injected to bus \( b \) in scenario \( s \).
- \( P_{b,s}^{w} / Q_{b,s}^{w} \) Active/reactive wind power production injected to bus \( b \) in scenario \( s \).
- \( P_G \) Active power production of generator \( i \).
- \( P_{b,s}^{G} / Q_{b,s}^{G} \) Active/reactive power consumption of load connected to bus \( b \) in scenario \( s \).
- \( P_{b,s}^{G} / Q_{b,s}^{G} \) Active/reactive power production of generator \( i \) in scenario \( s \) at loadability limit point.
- \( \Delta P_{\ell,b,s}^{DR/ILC} \) Active/reactive power decrement in DR/ILC program at bus \( b \) in scenario \( s \).
- \( S_{\ell,s}(\cdot) \) Apparent power of line \( \ell \) in scenario \( s \).
- \( \lambda_s \) Loading margin in scenario \( s \).
- \( \Delta Q_{b,s}^{up/down} \) Reactive power inc/decrement of generator \( i \) in scenario \( s \).
- \( Q_{b,s}^{G} \) Reactive power production of generator \( i \) in scenario \( s \).
Voltage magnitude/angle of bus \( b \) in scenario \( s \).

Voltage magnitude/angle of bus \( b \) at loadability limit point.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, voltage instability has received wide attention among power system utilities, due to the several reported incidents caused by this phenomenon [1], [2]. The growth of electrical energy demand, economic and environmental concerns in expanding generation and transmission capacities, and market pressure to reduce operating costs have forced power systems to operate ever closer to their voltage stability limits. Under such circumstances, there is possibility of voltage instability occurrence, and therefore, it has to be considered as an integral part of power system operation and planning studies. Also, the recent trends toward smart grids and increasing share of renewable energy resources in many power systems, have intensified the needs for powerful approaches for power system security enhancement [3], [4].

In order to restore voltage stability of power system, one had to curtail some of the system loads in case of heavy system loadings or occurrence of critical contingencies [5]. Nevertheless, forced load curtailment is undesirable for customers and the system operator should pay high penalties denoted as value of lost load (VLL). Demand Response (DR) program can be a good alternative for involuntary load curtailment (ILC), by curtailting the customer loads with their permissions. DR is defined as changes of customer loads from nominal value in response to price changes, incentive payments of operator or reliability problems [6], [7]. Beside the financial benefits of DR for customers (bill savings and incentive payments) and other market participants (lowering market clearing price and capacity requirement), DR program can be utilized for enhancing power system reliability and stability. The impact of DR program on power system reliability is investigated in [8]. Application of DR in enhancing frequency stability of power system is studied in [9] and [10]. Using DR programs for improvement of small-signal and transient stability of power systems with high wind power penetration are proposed in [11] and [12], respectively. An event-driven emergency DR scheme to enhance power system security has been proposed in [13]. With the increasing growth of wind power penetration in power systems, the effect of wind power in reactive power control is studied in [14], [15]. A new index titled reactive power loadability (Q-loadability) is proposed in [14] for finding the optimal location of reactive power compensation devices in distribution systems considering different wind power penetration levels. The effect of emergency demand response program (EDRP) and time of use program (TOU) programs on operating cost of a wind integrated distribution network is studied in [15]. An overview of the classic and advanced voltage control schemes along with voltage control practices around the world are provided in [16].

Corrective voltage control (CVC) is initiated in conditions that the system encounters voltage instability as a result of severe contingencies [17]. In this situation, CVC actions bring the post-contingency operating point to an equilibrium point with a sufficient loading margin (LM), immediately after occurrence of a contingency. LM is defined as the amount of load increase not arousing voltage instability or violation of operational constraints. An operating point is secure if its LM is more than a desired positive value. Otherwise, the system is insecure. Moreover, if the LM is negative (i.e., the load demand is greater than the power generation), the system is unstable [18].

Satisfying power systems voltage security in the framework of preventive/corrective control is not a new problem and has been investigated in the literature [19], [18]. For instance, [19], after bringing an unstable operating point to a stable region in the context of CVC, first tries to satisfy a desired voltage stability margin, and then brings the operating point to a secure region where the operational constraints are satisfied. But, the proposed formulation in this paper satisfies both the voltage stability margin and the operational constraints in one step and in one optimization problem, resulting in better solutions. In [18], in spite of thoroughness of the technical work, the problem of controlling voltage security is not presented in a hierarchical framework to recognize what types of control measures are to be taken in different threatening conditions. Also, its formulation does not exploit load shedding as a fast and effective tool for providing voltage security.

This paper presents CVC as an optimization problem, considering the complete nonlinear model of the system; and hence, eliminates the above-mentioned problems with [19]. In contrast to [18], it provides further insight toward controlling voltage security in power systems, both technically and economically. It also uses probabilistic load shedding in the form of DR for CVC, which has not been addressed before in the literature [20]. In addition, noting the increasing penetration of wind power generation in nowadays power systems, scenario-based approach [21] is adopted for appropriate modeling of intermittent wind power generation in the proposed CVC model. The proposed CVC approach is formulated as a multi-objective optimization problem. The objectives are maximizing LM and minimization of its corresponding CVC cost. This multi-objective problem is solved using \( \epsilon \)-constraint method and the Pareto optimal set is obtained. Then, by employing fuzzy satisfying approach, the best solution is selected from this set.

Given the above context, the contributions of this paper are:

1) To assess the effect of the intermittent wind power generation on CVC using a scenario-based approach
2) To consider the total nonlinear model of the power system in optimized CVC
3) To model technical and economical aspects simultaneously by proposing a multi-objective optimization framework
4) To model the DR programs and customer choices in the required load shedding for CVC
5) To utilize \( \epsilon \)-constraint method and fuzzy satisfying approach for solving and selecting the best compromising solution of the multi-objective optimization problem.

The rest of this paper is set out as follows. Section II describes CVC procedure. Section III presents the utilized uncertainty modeling approach, the problem formulation and its solution methodology. Simulation results are presented in Section IV. Finally, the findings of this work are summarized in Section V.

II. CORRECTIVE VOLTAGE CONTROL (CVC)

Based on the experience of Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) [22], for secure operation of a power system from voltage security point of view, it is suggested to preserve specified LMs for both the base case and post-contingency conditions. If the system is unstable as a result of a severe contingency, fast control actions should be taken in order to
prevent voltage instability and provide voltage security. This kind of control is referred to as corrective voltage control or emergency voltage control [23]. In this regard, the mission of CVC is to improve the LM from a negative value to a desired post-contingency value ($\lambda_{des}$), using fast remedial actions. These remedial actions are active power generation re-dispatch of fast-response generating units, reactive power generation re-dispatch of all dynamic VAR sources including synchronous generators and condensers, FACTS controllers’ settings, switching of fast switchable capacitor banks/reactors, and load curtailment. To explain the CVC with more details, consider Fig. 1, which depicts PV curves of an arbitrary load bus for three states as follows:

Pre-contingency (curve (1))
Post-contingency - before applying CVC (curve (2))
Post-contingency - after applying CVC (curve (3))

The pre-contingency operating point $A$ (with the demand of $P_{D0}$) is located on curve (1). After occurrence of a severe contingency, the PV curve changes to curve (2). Thus, the LM becomes negative and the post-contingency equilibrium vanishes. Implementing the CVC will change the PV curve from curve (2) to curve (3); and hence the new operating point $B$ is achieved, which is a stable and secure post-contingency equilibrium point. The loading parameter, $\lambda_{des}$, shown in Fig. 1, indicates the desired LM which should be ensured by implementing the CVC.

![Fig. 1. Evolution of the operating points during the CVC step](image)

### III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

#### A. Uncertainty modeling of wind power and electric demand

The variation of wind power generation is an uncertain parameter which can be modeled probabilistically using historical data records of wind speed [21], [24]. In this paper, variation of wind speed, $v$, is modeled using Rayleigh probability density function (PDF) [25].

$$PDF(v) = \left(\frac{v}{\bar{v}}\right) e^{-\frac{v^2}{\bar{v}^2}} \quad (1)$$

The generated power of a wind turbine in terms of wind speed is approximated as follows [24]:

$$P^w_b(v) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } v \leq v_{in} \text{ or } v \geq v_{out} \\ \frac{v - v_{in}}{v_{rated} - v_{in}} P^w_{b,r} & \text{if } v_{in} \leq v \leq v_{rated} \\ P^w_{b,r} & \text{else} \end{cases} \quad (2)$$

where $v_{in}$, $v_{rated}$, and $v_{out}$ are the cut-in, rated and cut-off speed of wind turbine, respectively. $P^w_{b,r}$ denotes rated power of the wind turbine installed at bus $b$. More accurate relations could also be used instead of the linear $P - V$ relation for the interval $v_{in} \leq v \leq v_{rated}$ [26]. Using the technique described in [24], [27], the PDF of wind speed is divided into several intervals, and the probability of falling into each interval is calculated. Each interval is given a mean value which is further used. Demand values are modeled using a normal distribution function with a known mean and variance. It is assumed that the load and wind power generation scenarios are independent so the scenarios are combined to construct the whole set of scenarios as follows [28].

$$\pi_s = \pi_w \times \pi_l \quad (3)$$

where $\pi_w$ and $\pi_l$ are the probabilities of the $w$-th wind and the $l$-th load scenarios, respectively. The total number of scenarios, i.e., $NS$, will be $l_n \times w_n$, where $w_n, l_n$ are the number of wind and load states.

#### B. Formulation of the proposed CVC

The goal of the system operator is to optimize the expected values of two objective functions, namely, minimizing the cost of corrective voltage control and maximizing the loading margin of each scenario, while satisfying network’s equality and inequality operational constraints. The equality constraints include AC power flow equations, and the inequality constraints consist of the limits of system variables (e.g. voltages, active and reactive powers, etc.). As noted in [18], the constraints should be considered for both the post-contingency operating point (i.e. point $B$ in Fig. 1) and its corresponding loadability limit point (i.e. point $B^s$ in Fig. 1) to ensure the relation between the operating point and the critical point. Also, determination of control measures considering merely the operational constraints at the critical point may cause voltage violation in operating points with lower load levels [20]. Thus, the problem is inherently a multi-objective optimization problem. The vector of objective functions is described as follows.

$$\min \bar{f}(\bar{u}_s, \bar{x}_s, \bar{y}_s, s) \quad (4)$$

$$\bar{f}(\bar{u}_s, \bar{x}_s, \bar{y}_s, s) = [f_1(\bar{u}_s, \bar{x}_s, \bar{y}_s, s), -f_2(\bar{u}_s, \bar{x}_s, \bar{y}_s, s)]$$

where,

$$f_1(\bar{u}_s, \bar{x}_s, \bar{y}_s, s) = \sum_{i \in NG} \left(\mu^l_{i} P^w_{up/down} + \Delta P^G_{i,up/down} \right) \quad (5)$$

$$+ \sum_{s \in NS} \pi_s \left\{ \sum_{i \in NG} \mu^l_{i} \Delta Q_{i,up/down} + \sum_{i \in NB_{CVC}} \mu^l_{b,s} \Delta Q_{DR/ILC} + \sum_{i \in NB_{CVC}} \mu^l_{b,s} \Delta Q_{DR/ILC} \right\} \quad (6)$$

The negative sign before $f_2$ in right hand side of (4), maximizes $f_2$. Equation (5) is the expected cost of CVC. The first line in (5) represents the cost of active power re-dispatch of fast-response units. The second line is the expected cost of generating units’ reactive power re-dispatch. Also, the third and the forth lines include the expected costs of active and reactive load curtailment performed by DR program, and the cost of ILC, respectively. The expected value of LM is given by (6). Besides, $\bar{u}_s, \bar{x}_s, \bar{y}_s$ are the vectors of control, state and dependent variables at the post-contingency operating point in scenario $s$, respectively. Detailed description of these variables...
will be given later in this paper. The objective function in (4) is subject to the following constraints: For \( \forall b \in NB, \forall s \in NS \):

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{NG_b} P_i^G + P_w^b - (P_{b,s}^D - \Delta P_{b,s}^{DR} - \Delta P_{b,s}^{ILC}) = 0
\]

(7)

\[
V_{b,s} \sum_{j=1}^{NG} V_j Y_j \cos(\theta_{b,s} - \theta_{j,s} - \phi_{b,j})
\]

(8)

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{NG_s} Q_{i,s}^G + Q_w^b - (Q_{b,s}^D - \Delta Q_{b,s}^{DR} - \Delta Q_{b,s}^{ILC}) = 0
\]

(9)

Finally \( \forall b \in NB, \forall s \in NS, \forall i \in NG \):

\[
P_{i,min}^{G} \leq P_{i,s}^{G,up} \leq P_{i,max}^{G}
\]

(10)

\[
P_{i,min}^{G,up} \leq P_{i,s}^{G,max} \leq P_{i,max}^{G}
\]

\[
Q_{i,min}^{G} \leq Q_{i,s}^{G,up} \leq Q_{i,max}^{G}
\]

(11)

\[
V_{b,min} \leq V_{b,s} \leq V_{b,max}
\]

(12)

\[
|\theta_{s,s} - \hat{\theta}_{s,s} - \phi_{b,j}| \leq \Delta \theta_{s,s}
\]

(13)

\[\sum_{s} V_{b,s}^2 \leq P_{b,s}^D + Q_{b,s}^D + \Delta P_{b,s}^{DR} + \Delta Q_{b,s}^{DR} + \Delta P_{b,s}^{ILC} + \Delta Q_{b,s}^{ILC}
\]

(14)

Constraints (7)-(22) correspond to the post-contingency secure operating point (point B in Fig. 1), whereas (23)-(32) correspond to the post-contingency loadability limit point (point B in Fig. 1). It is worth mentioning that (33) guarantees the feasibility of the post-contingency operating point (point B in Fig. 1) and a trajectory from point B leading to point \( \hat{B} \) in effect of load increment [29]. Also, (34) ensures the desired LM (i.e. \( \lambda_{des} \)) for all scenarios. The desired LM is set by the network operator. The sets of control, state and dependent variables are described as follows.

The proposed model utilizes a two-stage stochastic modeling technique. In this approach, the decision variables are divided into two different categories, namely, here and now and wait and see. The values of wait and see variables differ from one scenario to another, while the values of here and now variables are the same for all scenarios. This means that the here and now decisions are made prior to realization of uncertain parameters and the wait and see variables are calculated to be applied posterior to the realization of uncertain parameters (i.e. after realization of the corresponding scenario). The type of the decision variables are identified in the following:

**Here and now decision variables** \((D_{HN})\):

\[
D_{HN} \in \{ \Delta P_{i,s}^{G,up/down}, V_b \}
\]

(35)

**Wait and see decision variables** \((D_{W_S})\):

\[
D_{W_S} \in \{ P_{b,s}^w, Q_{b,s}^w, \lambda_s \}
\]

(36)

\[
\Delta P_{b,s}^{DR}, \Delta Q_{b,s}^{DR}, \Delta P_{b,s}^{ILC}, \Delta Q_{b,s}^{ILC} \}
\]

(37)

\[\sum_{s} V_{b,s}^2 \leq P_{b,s}^D + Q_{b,s}^D + \Delta P_{b,s}^{DR} + \Delta Q_{b,s}^{DR} + \Delta P_{b,s}^{ILC} + \Delta Q_{b,s}^{ILC}
\]

(38)

\[\sum_{s} V_{b,s}^2 \leq P_{b,s}^D + Q_{b,s}^D + \Delta P_{b,s}^{DR} + \Delta Q_{b,s}^{DR} + \Delta P_{b,s}^{ILC} + \Delta Q_{b,s}^{ILC}
\]

(39)

**C. Solution Procedure**

Various methods are available to solve multi-objective optimization problems such as weighted sum approach, \( \epsilon \)-constraint method, evolutionary algorithms, etc [30]. In this paper, the proposed multi-objective model of the CVC is solved using \( \epsilon \)-constraint method, which is an efficient technique to solve problems with non-convex Pareto front. This method generates single objective subproblems, by transforming all but one objective into constraints. The upper bounds of these constraints are given by the epsilon-vector and by varying it, the Pareto front can be obtained. The concept of Pareto optimality is explained.
in [27]. Also, in order to choose the best solution among the obtained Pareto optimal set, fuzzy satisfying approach [31] is adopted in this paper. This approach is described in [27].

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed algorithm is implemented in General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) [32] environment and solved by SNOPT solver [33]. This section presents the study results conducted on the IEEE 118-bus test system. The data of this system is given in [34]. In order to determine the LM, the loads are increased evenly with constant power factor characteristic. Active powers of the generators, not hitting their upper limits in the base-case, are also increased evenly. The costs of up and down re-dispatching active and reactive powers of generating units are assumed to be 125%, 25%, 12.5%, 2.5% of the base case locational marginal price (LMP) of the buses connected to generating units, respectively. The cost of ILC at each bus is considered to be 100 times of LMP of that bus. The costs paid to participants of DR programs to deploy their load reduction in a given bus are also assumed to be 10 times of the LMP of that bus. The desired post-contingency LM is considered to be 10%.

This study investigates a double-contingency case, i.e. simultaneous outages of the line $L_{1-3}$ (between the buses $B_1$ and $B_3$) and the generator $G_2$ (located at bus $B_10$). This event leads to voltage collapse in the system. Hence, the CVC is taken to restore voltage stability, and to provide voltage security in the post-contingency condition. The CVC improves the LM from $-8.1\%$ to the desired post-contingency value of 10%. It is assumed that utmost 5% of the demand at buses $B_{31}$, $B_{45}$, $B_{52}$, $B_{49}$, $B_{50}$ - $B_{53}$, $B_{57}$, $B_{58}$, $B_{82}$ - $B_{84}$, $B_{86}$ and $B_{88}$ are selected for DR program. Also, it is assumed that the fast-response generation units are those located at buses $B_{31}$, $B_{32}$, $B_{46}$, $B_{80}$, $B_{34}$ - $B_{36}$, $B_{65}$, $B_{67}$, $B_{88}$ and $B_{90}$.

It is also assumed that five wind farms exist in this system, which are located at buses $B_{14}$, $B_{51}$, $B_{57}$, $B_{102}$ and $B_{115}$. The total wind generation capacity of each wind farm is assumed to be 200MW. The wind and load scenarios are combined and the overall wind-load scenarios along with the corresponding wind/load percentages and probabilities are given in Table I. Initial schedule of active power generations are given in Fig. 2.

In order to solve the multi-objective CVC problem by $\epsilon$-constraint method, maximum and minimum values of the expected LM (i.e. $f_2$) are calculated, which are equal to 0.3267 and 0.1000, respectively. These border values are achieved by maximizing and minimizing $f_2$ individually as the objective function of CVC. Then, by assuming $f_2$ as a constraint of the CVC (in the form of $f_2 \geq \epsilon$), lower bound of $f_2$ (i.e. $\epsilon$) varies from 0.1000 to 0.3267 and $f_1$ is minimized as the sole objective function of CVC. Correspondingly, the Pareto optimal front of the two objective functions is derived, which is depicted in Fig. 3. This Pareto front consists of 40 Pareto optimal solutions.

Table II shows the values of both objective functions for all 40 Pareto optimal solutions. Among these optimal solutions, Solution#1 is the minimum cost case, with the cost equals to $10431.511$ and the LM of 10%. Also, Solution#40 is the maximum LM case, where the LM is 0.3267 and the CVC cost is $841307.979$. Active power redispatch of the fast-response generating units are given in Fig. 4. For this solution, the wind power scenario-based active and reactive power dispatches are given in Table III. The consequent probabilistic schedule of DR and ILC for different scenarios are given in Table IV. As explained in Section III, in order to select the best solution among the obtained Pareto optimal set, fuzzy satisfying method is utilized here. It is evident from the last column of Table II that the best solution is Solution#29, with the maximum weakest membership function of 0.7890. The corresponding CVC cost and LM are equal to $175161.218$ and 0.2789, respectively. Figure 5 gives the redispatch of fast-response generating units for this case. Besides, the voltage magnitudes of generator buses for both Solution#1 and Solution#29 are given in Fig. 6. The active and reactive power output of wind farms in this case, are given in Table V. Also, the resulting DR and ILC schedules for this case are given in Table VI.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution #k</th>
<th>f₁ (δ)</th>
<th>f₂ (δ)</th>
<th>t₁ = f₁(δ) + f₂(δ)</th>
<th>t₂ = f₁(δ) - f₂(δ)</th>
<th>Min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.851.51</td>
<td>0.1001</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10.562.983</td>
<td>0.1041</td>
<td>0.0098</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10.563.311</td>
<td>0.1118</td>
<td>0.0098</td>
<td>0.0520</td>
<td>0.0520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.569.049</td>
<td>0.1236</td>
<td>0.0096</td>
<td>0.1040</td>
<td>0.1040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10.581.599</td>
<td>0.1354</td>
<td>0.0098</td>
<td>0.1560</td>
<td>0.1560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10.672.906</td>
<td>0.1472</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
<td>0.2080</td>
<td>0.2080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10.748.059</td>
<td>0.1589</td>
<td>0.0096</td>
<td>0.2600</td>
<td>0.2600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>11.120.655</td>
<td>0.1707</td>
<td>0.0092</td>
<td>0.3120</td>
<td>0.3120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>11.808.032</td>
<td>0.1808</td>
<td>0.0094</td>
<td>0.3530</td>
<td>0.3530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.390.736</td>
<td>0.1825</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
<td>0.3640</td>
<td>0.3640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12.606.505</td>
<td>0.1837</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
<td>0.3699</td>
<td>0.3691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>13.917.061</td>
<td>0.1846</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
<td>0.3739</td>
<td>0.3739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>13.912.599</td>
<td>0.1856</td>
<td>0.0096</td>
<td>0.3776</td>
<td>0.3776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>14.916.916</td>
<td>0.1945</td>
<td>0.0091</td>
<td>0.4106</td>
<td>0.4106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>26.948.570</td>
<td>0.2061</td>
<td>0.0087</td>
<td>0.4680</td>
<td>0.4680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>30.906.447</td>
<td>0.2129</td>
<td>0.0079</td>
<td>0.4980</td>
<td>0.4980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>34.976.611</td>
<td>0.2179</td>
<td>0.0069</td>
<td>0.5200</td>
<td>0.5200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>38.967.421</td>
<td>0.2201</td>
<td>0.0068</td>
<td>0.5296</td>
<td>0.5296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>37.924.050</td>
<td>0.2210</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
<td>0.5337</td>
<td>0.5337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>37.976.529</td>
<td>0.2213</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
<td>0.5352</td>
<td>0.5352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>38.926.818</td>
<td>0.2217</td>
<td>0.0066</td>
<td>0.5369</td>
<td>0.5369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>58.919.375</td>
<td>0.2207</td>
<td>0.0064</td>
<td>0.5720</td>
<td>0.5720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>92.731.630</td>
<td>0.2415</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
<td>0.6240</td>
<td>0.6240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>141.287.199</td>
<td>0.2531</td>
<td>0.0056</td>
<td>0.6760</td>
<td>0.6760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>146.924.208</td>
<td>0.2651</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>0.7208</td>
<td>0.7208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>154.460.201</td>
<td>0.2717</td>
<td>0.0056</td>
<td>0.7575</td>
<td>0.7575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>160.532.543</td>
<td>0.2741</td>
<td>0.0055</td>
<td>0.7673</td>
<td>0.7673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>174.401.335</td>
<td>0.2706</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
<td>0.7900</td>
<td>0.7900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>175.121.188</td>
<td>0.2789</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td>0.7900</td>
<td>0.7900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>192.327.631</td>
<td>0.2831</td>
<td>0.0048</td>
<td>0.8076</td>
<td>0.8076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>227.080.052</td>
<td>0.2880</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
<td>0.8230</td>
<td>0.8230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>286.672.194</td>
<td>0.3084</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
<td>0.8440</td>
<td>0.8475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>348.630.071</td>
<td>0.3122</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
<td>0.8506</td>
<td>0.8513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>348.727.318</td>
<td>0.3119</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
<td>0.8437</td>
<td>0.8437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>362.514.944</td>
<td>0.3158</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>0.8517</td>
<td>0.8517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>363.322.823</td>
<td>0.3184</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
<td>0.8518</td>
<td>0.8518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>390.904.032</td>
<td>0.3192</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>0.8667</td>
<td>0.8667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>443.335.754</td>
<td>0.3200</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
<td>0.8743</td>
<td>0.8743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>632.276.786</td>
<td>0.3240</td>
<td>0.0056</td>
<td>0.9080</td>
<td>0.9080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>841.367.979</td>
<td>0.3267</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>0.9216</td>
<td>0.9216</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Active power redispatch of fast-response generating units for Solution#1

are 0.79 MW and 6.18 MW, respectively, for Solution#1. The considerable difference between the expected costs for these two solutions, is mainly due to employing a large amount of expensive ILC, to obtain the LM of 0.2789 in Solution#29.

### TABLE III. ACTIVE (MW) AND REACTIVE (MVAr) POWER GENERATION OF WIND FARMS IN DIFFERENT SCENARIOS FOR SOLUTION#1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bus</th>
<th>Pw (MW)</th>
<th>Qw (MVAr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B24</td>
<td>13.24</td>
<td>48.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B25</td>
<td>13.24</td>
<td>48.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B46</td>
<td>13.24</td>
<td>48.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B49</td>
<td>13.24</td>
<td>48.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B54</td>
<td>13.24</td>
<td>48.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B55</td>
<td>13.24</td>
<td>48.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B56</td>
<td>13.24</td>
<td>48.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B87</td>
<td>13.24</td>
<td>48.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B89</td>
<td>13.24</td>
<td>48.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B90</td>
<td>13.24</td>
<td>48.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VII compares the obtained best compromise solution using the three mentioned methods. The VSS for cost is equal to $35,014,982$ which indicates the extra cost of using deterministic method instead of the stochastic model.

### V. CONCLUSION

This paper, a probabilistic methodology is proposed for corrective voltage control (CVC) of power systems. The proposed CVC aims to employ demand response (DR) along with other resources as an effective tool to avoid voltage collapse and provides a desired post-contingency loading margin (LM). It considers the uncertainties associated with demand values and wind power generation. The uncertainties are modeled using scenario-based approach. The CVC problem is formulated as a
multi-objective optimization problem. The objective functions are satisfying a desired expected LM and minimization of its corresponding expected CVC cost. This problem is solved using ε-constraint technique, to achieve the corresponding Pareto optimal set. Then, by using the Fuzzy satisfying method, the best solution is selected among the optimal set. The proposed approach is implemented on IEEE 118-bus test system, by simulation of a double contingency case. Numerical results show that in order to attain higher values of LM, more CVC cost is imposed. Hence, the system operator should make fair compromise between the desired LM and its corresponding CVC cost. The presented results show the effectiveness of the proposed probabilistic approach, to deal with the corrective voltage control of power systems.
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